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Lizzie Lane
The Tobacco Girls
Bristol 1939. School leaver Maisie Miles suspects her father, a small-time crook, has an ulterior motive for insisting
she gets a job at the W.D. & H.O. Wills tobacco factory but keeps it to herself. She's befriended by effervescent Phyllis
Mason and kind-hearted Bridget Milligan who take pity on her and take Maisie under their wing. But beneath their
happy go lucky exteriors they all harbour dreams and worries about what the future holds. Engaged to be married
Phyllis dreams of romance and passion but when it comes there are dire consequences. Bridget seemingly the level
headed one harbours a horror of something unspeakable that she cannot easily come to terms with. There's great
comradeship at the tobacco factory, and with the advent of war everything is about to change and even the closest
friendships are likely to be strained.
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Jessica Redland
New Arrivals At Hedgehog Hollow
The sun is shining, wild flowers are blooming and Hedgehog Hollow is officially open for business. For Samantha, the
proud owner of this beautiful rescue centre, life has never been busier. But with an influx of new hogs and hoglets
to take care of, not to mention a full-time job and ongoing family issues, can she accept the possibility that she
has taken on more than she can handle? Fortunately, she has the love of her life, Josh, by her side for support and
encouragement. But Josh has his own family troubles to deal with. And soon he must decide if he's ready to do the
one thing he swore he'd never do – forgive his father. For both Samantha and Josh it's a season of change and for
figuring out whether the past can ever truly be forgotten.
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Jennifer Bohnet
One Summer In Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo means different things to different people; a billionaire's playground, overflowing with glitz and glamour
but also where dangerous secrets hide. For Nanette Weston, and her then fiancé, F1 racing driver Zac Ewart, their
dream life came to an abrupt halt 3 years ago following a car accident which Zac walked away from, but left Nanette
being airlifted back to the UK, never to return and never to see her fiancé again. Monte Carlo was a place she
wanted to forget, not revisit. But when her friend and employer, Vanessa asks Nanette to look after her children in the
Principality for a few months, Nanette knew she had no choice but to return. As the F1 circus once again comes to
town, with Zac in pole position, mistakes of the past, leave legacies for the future...
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Alex Coombs
The Silent Victims
A controversial, right-wing German politician is due to speak at the Oxford Union. Following a series of murders linked
to a violent anarchist group, the city is on high alert. DCI Hanlon has been partnered with DI Huss to ensure the speech
goes smoothly and that there will be no more killing. Meanwhile, as Hanlon traces the person behind the murders, she
soon realises that the chilling truth has a terrible price. Is Hanlon willing to meet the cost?
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Owen Mullen
Family
The Glass family business is crime, and they're good at what they do. Vengeance took Luke Glass behind bars – but
now he's free and he's never going back. Luke wants out of the gangster life – all he has to do is convince his family
to let him go. His brother holds the reins of the South London underworld in his brutal hands – nobody tells Danny
Glass no and expects to live – not even DCI Oliver Stanford, bent copper and one of the Met's rising stars. The way
Danny sees it, his younger brother and sister Nina owe him everything. The price he demands is loyalty, and a war with
their arch enemy gives him the leverage he needs to tie Luke to the family once more. Luke can't see a way out, until
Danny commits a crime so terrible it can't be forgiven. Love turns to hate when secrets are unearthed which pit brother
against brother. Left with no choice but to choose a side, Nina holds the fate of the family in her hands.
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Portia MacIntosh
Faking It
Life has been a bit of a rollercoaster for Ella. Growing up as the 'less successful' identical twin to her 'perfectly
successful' sister, Emma, has left her feeling isolated, inadequate and let's face it...a little bitter. When Emma
unexpectedly reaches out to Ella in a time of need, Ella suddenly finds herself with the opportunity to fill in for her
sister and experience how the other half live. But as Ella navigates the world of gossiping mothers, rebellious teens
and trying to play the model housewife (not to mention avoiding the temptation of attractive men at the school
gates...) will she discover that all is not always as it seems on the other side?
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Amanda Brookfield
The Lover
After twenty years of contentedly playing the role of home-maker and mother, Frances Copeland's life is shattered by
the sudden death of her husband. With no career to fall back on and her son and daughter leaving home, the solitude
of bereavement hits particularly hard. When new love beckons, in the form of a handsome young man fifteen years
her junior, Frances is torn. She longs to open her heart again but does not dare to trust her feelings. Turning to her
closest friends for help, she is met by a wall of judgemental attitudes and envy. Distracted by the predicament, her
fragile confidence wavering, she fails to observe the crises spiralling out of control in the lives of her two children. A
sudden tragic accident brings her to her senses, but it may already be too late. Not even the strongest love can sit
around for ever.
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Amanda Brookfield
A Family Man
Matt Webster finds his world shattered when his wife walks out, leaving him with their four-year-old son. Grief and
shock are compounded by the challenge of having to cope as a working single parent, juggling childcare and the
considerable demands of his job. Having been something of a hands-off parent prior to his wife's departure, he is
thrown in at the deep end. And, forced to cope as a single father, Matt learns for the first time the true heartbreak
and joy of unconditional love.
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Amanda Brookfield
Relative Love
The Harrison family gathers as usual for Christmas in their big Sussex house – a tight safe world of festivity and family
ritual. This year, however, outside realities are pressing hard: Pamela and John, married for four decades, know that
time is catching up with them. And trouble is brewing in the lives of their four children. Cassie, the cossetted youngest,
is in the throes of an affair with a married man; Elizabeth, her awkward older sister, is struggling with a faltering
second marriage; Peter, the eldest and designated inheritor of Ashley House, is beginning to meet resistance to such
a prospect from his career-orientated wife. Only Charlie, the charming and carefree younger son, and his wife Serena,
seem truly content, with nothing to worry about except their adolescent twin girls and the simpler teething troubles of
their toddler. Everywhere the scent of change is in the air. Yet, change, when it comes, strikes in the form of a tragedy of
the most unforeseeable and devastating kind. The family, so apparently secure, begins to unravel. And secrets, past and
present, are exposed, laying bare the fragility of human happiness and the myriad faces of love in an imperfect world.
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